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Lunar spherules are small glass beads that are formed mainly as a result of small
impacts on the lunar surface; the ages of these impacts can be determined by
the 40Ar/39Ar isochron technique. Here, 155 spherules separated from 1 gram
of Apollo 14 soil were analyzed using this technique. The data show that over
the last ⬃3.5 billion years, the cratering rate decreased by a factor of 2 to 3
to a low about 500 to 600 million years ago, then increased by a factor of 3.7 ⫾
1.2 in the last 400 million years. This latter period coincided with rapid biotic
evolutionary radiation on Earth.
The frequency of impact cratering on planets
and satellites over the history of the solar
system is important in understanding the dynamics of planetesimals in the early solar
system and the evolution of terrestrial life.
Much of this history is poorly constrained
because plate tectonics, erosion, and sedimentation have eliminated many of the craters older than a few hundred million years on
Earth. Consequently, we have turned to the
moon to elucidate the history of impacts in
the inner solar system. The relative quiescence of the moon allows the impact record
to be preserved in a nearly pristine state.
The Apollo missions returned samples
that allowed the formation of lunar maria to
be dated. Crater counts on these surfaces
yielded average cratering rates from ⬃4.0 to
3.2 billion years ago (Ga), but this period
represents less than one-fourth of the 4.5billion-year (Gy) history of impacts on Earth
and the moon (1, 2). A handful of exotic lunar
samples have been dated and correlated to
young craters such as Tycho (3), Copernicus
(4), and Autolycus (5), and these have placed
rough constraints on the last 3 Gy of cratering
history. The existing data suggest that the
crater production rate has been constant to
within a factor of 2 to 4 (1, 2, 5– 8) over this
time. However, measurements of recent crater production rates on the moon (9) and
Earth (10, 11), as well as some astronomical
surveys (12, 13), suggest that the cratering
rate over the last 0.5 to 1 Gy has increased by
a factor of about 2 relative to earlier rates.
The present study was undertaken to refine
our knowledge of lunar cratering rates over the

last ⬃3.8 Gy, to test the inferred recent increase
in crater production, and to evaluate whether
known terrestrial impacts and other events coincided with pulses of cratering in the inner
solar system. We dated lunar glass spherules
using the 40Ar/39Ar technique, as suggested by
Muller (14). The spherules were formed in
lunar impacts and volcanic eruptions; they are
abundant in all of the Apollo soil samples (15)
and are sufficiently small (150 to 250 m in
diameter) that they likely have degassed accumulated pre-impact radiogenic 40Ar upon melting (16). It is possible to distinguish impact
spherules from those formed in pyroclastic
eruptions on the basis of their composition (in

particular their Mg/Al ratio), the presence of
melt splashes and volatile coatings on the
spherules, and the ferromagnetic resonance intensity of individual spherules (17–19). Earlier
work by us (17) and others (18, 19) has led us
to conclude that the majority of spherules at
typical landing sites (including Apollo 14)
are formed in impacts, and that most of them
came from different impacts. By dating these
spherules, we can determine the age of the
impacts that formed them (14, 20).
The spherules from an Apollo 11 soil sample are compositionally similar (with some exceptions) to the locally exposed rocks, which
suggests that the majority of impact spherules
are formed in small impacts proximal to their
collection locality (17). This observation led us
to choose spherules from the Apollo 14 mission
(which landed on the Fra Mauro formation) as
the most appropriate for accurate 40Ar/39Ar dating, because the regolith from this site is enriched in K by a factor of 5 to 10 relative to that
at other Apollo landing sites.
We dated 155 spherules using the 40Ar/39Ar
isochron technique (21). The (40Ar/36Ar)trapped
ratios vary from 0.02 ⫾ 0.13 to 3.54 ⫾ 0.62
(Fig. 1) (22). The variations may reflect variations in isotopic composition of the solar
wind or “orphan” 40Ar (23), although no
straightforward correlation is apparent between isochron age and initial 40Ar/36Ar.
Our data show that the spherule production
rate from 3.5 Ga to the present was not constant
(Fig. 2). Although this result contradicts most
conclusions by previous workers (1, 2), Fig. 3
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Fig. 1. 40Ar/39Ar isotope correlation diagrams (isochrons), yielding age and (40Ar/36Ar)trapped ratio
from 4 of the 155 spherules. Note that several of the error ellipses (indicated by arrows) in the
diagrams are smaller than the line defining the isochron (22).
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shows that it is within the uncertainty limits
determined by the Basaltic Volcanism Study
Project (BVSP) (1). The production rate from
4.0 to 3.0 Ga was roughly twice the production
rate from 2.0 to 0.5 Ga, and there is an increase
in the spherule production rate beginning about
0.4 Ga (Fig. 2). The reduced spherule production for ages older than 3.5 Ga is likely due to
the effect of lunar gardening combined with the
age of the Fra Mauro formation (3.85 Ga) (7).
The appearance of the peak in spherule numbers in the 2.8- to 3.2-Ga bin (25 events) rather
than in the 3.2- to 3.6-Ga bin (20 events) may
be due to a statistical fluctuation. If we include
only those spherules whose age uncertainty is
ⱕ0.1 Ga, then the maximum counts occur in
the 0- to 0.4-Ga bin (14 events) and in the 3.6to 4.0-Ga bin (10 events).
There are two potential systematic biases
that could cause an apparent increase in the
recent cratering rate, and we investigated these
to determine whether the increase since 0.4 Ga
is related to a sampling bias. Both biases come
from the proximity of Cone crater, a young [25
million years old (Ma)] and relatively large
(diameter 370 m, depth 75 m) crater located
about 1 km from our sample collection site (7).
Calculations by McGetchin et al. (24, 25) and
seismic data from Chao (26) indicate that
there is an ejecta layer from Cone crater, 10
to 50 cm thick, at our sample location. Because our sample was scooped from the “upper several centimeters” of regolith (27), it
consists almost entirely of Cone crater ejecta.
This ejecta is well mixed (hence no gardening
correction should be applied) and, because
Cone crater is much deeper than the local
regolith [which is about 8 m deep (7)], our
sample of this ejecta contains spherules that
represent the entire cratering history in the
vicinity of the landing site.
The first potential bias that could cause the
0.4-Ga increase is the possibility of excess
spherules produced in the Cone impact. Eleven
spherules between 0 and 0.4 Ga fall within 1
of the Cone crater age. There is no correlation
between the color of the spherules and the
younger ages. Of these 11 spherules, 3 (of 85)
are black, 3 (of 36) are yellow, 3 (of 10) are
orange, 1 (of 9) is green, and 1 (of 2) is white.
If we assume that all 11 spherules are due to
Cone crater, the youngest histogram bin in Fig.
2 is reduced from 26 to 15 and a factor of ⬃2
enhancement in cratering rate beginning at 0.4
Ga is still present. Hence, we conclude that the
recent peak in spherule production rates is not
entirely due to spherules from Cone crater.
A second possible bias may result from a
thin layer of material younger than the Cone
impact. The ejecta blanket from Cone crater
consists of well-mixed regolith ranging in age
from the Cone impact (25 Ma) to the emplacement of the Fra Mauro formation (⬃3.85 Ga).
If a thin veneer of material younger than
Cone crater was emplaced on top of the Cone
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Fig. 2. Age distribution of 155 spherules. Each Gaussian near the bottom of the plot represents a
single spherule; its width corresponds to the 1 error in its age uncertainty, and each Gaussian has
the same area. Therefore, spherules with precise age determinations have high, narrow Gaussians
and spherules with poor age determinations have low, wide Gaussians. The smooth, continuous line
is an ideogram created by summing the Gaussians. Also shown is a histogram of the data with
0.4-Gy bins normalized to the number of spherules formed per billion years; numbers above
histogram bins indicate the number of spherules in that bin. Both the ideogram and histogram show
a significant decrease in cratering from 3.0 to 0.5 Ga and a factor of nearly 4 increase in cratering
over the last 0.4 Ga. We believe that the ideogram, because it takes into account the uncertainties
in the age determinations, represents the best statistical estimate of the cratering rate, although
spikes caused by a single, well-dated spherule should be disregarded. Because the histogram allows
the easiest estimate of statistical significance, both are shown.

ejecta blanket, we would sample a disproportionate amount of young material, which would
in turn bias our sample distribution toward
ages younger than Cone crater. To test for
this bias, we have removed spherules within
1 of the Cone crater age (i.e., 0 to 25 Ma).
These happen to be the same 11 considered
above as potential spherules from the Cone
impact and, when removed, show that an
increase is still present.
The median error in our age uncertainties
is ⫾0.15 Ga (1). Therefore, in any given
0.4-Ga period we expect about 40% of the
spherules to agree within error with any given
age. In the youngest bin in Fig. 2 there are 26
spherules, so 7 to 11 spherules should agree
with the age of Cone crater. The fact that we
see 11 spherules implies that there is not an
unusual frequency of spherules consistent
with that age.
Because few if any excess spherules were
produced from the Cone impact and a thin
veneer of post–Cone crater material cannot
completely account for the excess of spherules younger than 0.4 Ga, we conclude that
the apparent increase in spherule production
over the last 0.4 Ga is real. Repeating these
experiments with soil samples from other

Apollo landing sites would enable us to test
whether Cone crater (or any other local
event) is unduly biasing our data.
To determine the magnitude of this increase, we compared the number of spherules
in the youngest 0.4-Gy bin (Fig. 2), which
contains 26 ⫾ 5.1 events, with the average of
the second and third youngest bins, from the
period 1.2 to 0.4 Ga. These bins contain an
average of 7 ⫾ 1.9 events. The nominal
increase in cratering rate is (26 ⫾ 5.1)/(7 ⫾
1.9) ⫽ 3.7 ⫾ 1.2, and the minimum (and
conservative) increase in cratering rate (taken
by excluding spherules within 1 of the Cone
crater age bin) is (15 ⫾ 3.9)/(7 ⫾ 1.9) ⫽
2.1 ⫾ 0.8. Because we concluded above that
the systematic biases are negligible, our best
estimate for the increase in cratering rate is
3.7 ⫾ 1.2.
Previous estimates of cratering rates have
been based on counting craters on dated surfaces (1, 28). To compare our rates with
these, we plotted these crater counts and the
integral of our rate estimate (the number of
spherule ages less than a given age) (Fig. 3).
These previous estimates do not show any
evidence of the 0.4-Ga increase in cratering
rate, and it is impossible to distinguish a
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Fig. 3. Cumulative numbers of craters versus time, as calculated from spherule production rate and
shown on both a logarithmic scale (upper right) and a linear scale. All crater production rates are
normalized to unity at 3.16 Ga, the age of the Apollo 12 mare (they are forced to have a crater
production rate of 1 at this age). The thick black line shows the results calculated from our data
by integrating our crater frequency measurements (thin black lines indicate 1 uncertainties). The
thick gray line shows previous results from crater frequency measurements (thin gray lines are
estimates of 1 uncertainties). Ages of the mare units, Copernicus, Tycho, and terrestrial craters are
taken from (1). Ages of Autolycus and Aristillus are taken from (5); we converted their DL values
to cumulative crater frequencies using figure 8.8.6 in (1). Changes in cratering rate appear as
changes in slope.

factor of 2 to 3 decrease over the period 3.5 to
0.5 Ga in the crater counting data because of
the large uncertainties. It is important to note
that most spherules are probably formed in
small impacts (17), whereas measurements
based on crater counting techniques reflect
cratering rates of large impactors.
The spherule data show that the crater
production rate has not been constant over the
last 3 Gy, as had been generally assumed (1,
2, 28). Our data show that the cratering rate at
⬃3.0 Ga was two to three times the cratering
rate at ⬃1.0 Ga, in agreement with the conclusions of Ryder et al. (5). Our data also
provide evidence for an increase in the cratering
rate over the last 0.4 Gy. The cause of this
increase is not known, although McEwen et al.
had shown evidence for a recent increase in
impacts (9) and offered a possible reason for it.
Given the present sensitivity of the
40
Ar/39Ar dating technique, future measurements to extend these results either must be
made at sites with high potassium (such as
Apollo 14) or must use larger spherules.
Spherules from the Apollo 16 landing site on
the Descartes highlands could allow measurements of the lunar cratering history further
back in time, provided that the sample area

has not been covered by ejecta from one of
the late basin-forming impacts, such as Imbrium. Such measurements could, in principle, allow us to distinguish between the tail
end of planetary accretion and a lunar cataclysm. If Apollo 16 is covered by basin ejecta, a relatively inexpensive lunar sample return mission to a site that has not been covered by basin ejecta may be needed to distinguish between the two hypotheses.
Our data show that the lunar cratering rate
overall has decreased over the last 3 Gy and
has not remained constant. They also show an
increase in the cratering rate roughly coincident with the “Cambrian explosion” of complex life on Earth (29, 30). Our data do not
allow specificity as to the effect that increased cratering may have had on the evolution of terrestrial life, but the correlation is
permissible evidence of a causal relation. It is
possible that increased debris influx had a net
stimulating effect on biotic diversity, despite
the occasional occurrence of large impacts
with destructive consequences.
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Internal Structure and Early
Thermal Evolution of Mars from
Mars Global Surveyor
Topography and Gravity
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Topography and gravity measured by the Mars Global Surveyor have enabled
determination of the global crust and upper mantle structure of Mars. The
planet displays two distinct crustal zones that do not correlate globally with
the geologic dichotomy: a region of crust that thins progressively from south
to north and encompasses much of the southern highlands and Tharsis province
and a region of approximately uniform crustal thickness that includes the
northern lowlands and Arabia Terra. The strength of the lithosphere beneath
the ancient southern highlands suggests that the northern hemisphere was a
locus of high heat flow early in martian history. The thickness of the elastic
lithosphere increases with time of loading in the northern plains and Tharsis.
The northern lowlands contain structures interpreted as large buried channels
that are consistent with northward transport of water and sediment to the
lowlands before the end of northern hemisphere resurfacing.
The interior structure of Mars contains information on bulk composition, differentiation
and melting history, and mantle dynamics,
all of which bear on the planet’s thermal
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evolution. Global models of martian topography from the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter
(MOLA) (1) and gravity from Doppler tracking (2) obtained during the mapping mission
of the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) spacecraft (3) have now achieved the coverage and
quality required for the first reliable determination of Mars’s crustal and upper mantle
structure.
We analyzed updated models of topography (4) (Fig. 1A) and free-air gravity (5)
(Fig. 1B) expanded to spherical harmonic
degree and order 60, corresponding to a spatial resolution of ⬃178 km. Global correlations of the fields are shown in Web figure 1
(6). To investigate the martian internal mass
distribution, we calculated Bouguer gravity
anomalies, for which the gravitational attraction of surface topography is subtracted from
the free-air gravity field to reveal the subsur-
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face mass distribution. Bouguer gravity
anomalies have been calculated for Mars, but
the uncertainties limited geophysical interpretation (7).
The simplest interpretation of the Bouguer
gravity is that subsurface mass variations are
a consequence of variations in the thickness
of a crust of uniform density. This interpretation provides a first-order indication of Mars’s
internal structure but does not account for
density variations within the crust or upper
mantle. A model based on this premise provides an approximate lower limit on mean
crustal thickness and volume (8). In this model, a crust of density 2900 kg m⫺3 has an
average thickness of 50 km and represents 4.4%
of Mars’s volume (Fig. 1C). The minimum
thickness is 3 km beneath the Isidis basin, and
the maximum thickness of 92 km occurs in
the Syria Planum region of Thaumasia.
The major features in the free-air gravity
field (Fig. 1B) include a broad but geometrically complex anomaly associated with the
Tharsis province, positive gravity anomalies
over large volcanoes, localized mass concentrations centered on large impact basins, and
mass deficits (negative anomalies) associated
with the Valles Marineris canyon system.
Aside from these structures, the gravitational
field is relatively smooth (9). As a consequence, the crustal thickness map, to first
order, correlates with the principal features of
surface topography (Fig. 1A). The primary
topographic feature on Mars is the global
south-to-north slope (10, 11). Cross sections
of crustal structure (Fig. 2) indicate a progressive thinning of the crust from high southern
latitudes toward the north. The northward
slope and corresponding decrease in crustal
thickness continue through the Tharsis province (Fig. 2B), but the crustal structure
changes to a zone of approximately uniform
thickness (⬃35 to 40 km, except for buried
basins) under the northern lowlands and the
Arabia Terra region of the southern highlands
(Fig. 2A). On the basis of their similarity in
crustal structure, we infer that Arabia Terra is
related to the northern lowlands and may
represent exposed basement of the resurfaced
northern plains.
The transition between the major crustal
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components of Ar were clearly associated with
anomalous Ca/K (determined from 37Ar/39Ar), which
we construe to reflect Ca-rich clasts that were incompletely degassed during impact melting; we excluded such analyses from isochron regressions. In
some other cases, more than two components of Ar
are indicated by nonlinear scatter on isochron diagrams. In such cases the age error is multiplied by the
square root of the mean squared weighted deviates,
such that isochron ages with excess scatter are deweighted and have little impact on our conclusions.
Terrestrial atmospheric contamination is efficiently
removed in sample cleaning and preanalysis bakeout,
as indicated by consistently low 40Ar/36Ar in even the
lowest temperature extraction steps and by the linearity of the isochron data.
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